
Methodist confirmation materials explain that people do things that are hurtful to themselves, to
others, and to creation itself because of an underlying spiritual condition.  This is because the actions
we call sins [plural] are not the real problem.  Sin [singular] is the spiritual disease that is the
problem, and sins [plural] are just the symptoms.  This is because the spiritual disease of sin that
leads to the symptoms of sinful behaviors is “being out of a right relationship with God.”  And when
we are out of a right relationship with God, we do all sorts of bad things.  

On the first week of this year’s summer sermon series, we therefore looked at how God seeks to save
us from the spiritual condition of sin, and the painful consequences of sinful actions, by offering us
grace.  But in order to be saved from sin, we have to let God’s grace transform our wayward hearts
by making our heats soil that HEARS God and soil that LISTENS to God.

On the second week, we looked at how one way God plants seeds of grace the Holy Spirit can use
to save us is through the sacrament of communion.  For while bread and juice have no saving power
of their own, God has chosen to use them to save us “by grace through faith.”  For when we receive
those elements in faith, the Holy Spirit takes someone who is dead in “transgressions and sins” and
makes them “alive with Christ.”  

Last week, we then looked at how moving along in that process requires that we do not appoint
ourselves judges over the sins of others.  For while God invites us to help other people be saved from
theirs sins, God alone is the One who has the right to judge, and it therefore impedes not only others
from walking with Christ when we judge them, but ourselves as well.

To take us another step in the journey of learning how to address our own sins as well as the sins of
others as God would have us address them, this week’s question deals with a statement of Jesus that
Christians often struggle to understand: “do not judge, or you too will be judged.”  For these words
have led Christians to sometimes mistakenly conclude that Jesus told His followers to never speak
to other people about their sins.  I say mistakenly because the problem with that interpretation is not
its accuracy, but its application.  This is because such words were not said by Jesus as if there is
some kind of spiritual karma in life where if we behave harshly toward others God will behave
harshly toward us.  Nor were they intended to say “stay in your own lane” and act like you have on
spiritual blinders like a horse, never even noticing the sins of others.  

To see what Jesus did mean by “do not judge” (and what He calls us to do to live in holy ways in
light of not only our sins, but also the sins of others) we need to pay attention to not only the whole
passage in which Jesus said “do not judge,” but also all of Israel’s history.  This is because
throughout their history, God had been trying to help the Jewish people live in relationship with Him. 
Throughout their history, God had been trying to help the Jewish people live in the ways He created
them to live.  Throughout their history, God had been trying to enable the Jewish people to be His
ambassadors to the world: sharing His love, extending His mercy, and working with Him to draw
all creation back into harmony with Him.  
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But like every person who has ever lived, the Israelites were children of Adam and Eve.  This means
that while they were the chosen people God wanted to work through to bring about His will “on
earth as in heaven,” they often thwarted His efforts to do that through their sinful behavior.  And one
way they thwarted God’s will is illustrated in a single word Jesus used in Matthew 7: “hypocrite.”

A hypocrite is a person who claims to have high moral values that EVERYONE ELSE ought to live
by, but which they THEMSELVES do not.  A hypocrite is a person who pretends to be what they
are not, while strictly enforcing that unmet way of living on others.  A hypocrite is a person who
does not (as Jesus said elsewhere) “practice what they preach.”  For throughout Israel’s history that
had been a problem.  Which is why at one point Jesus quoted the prophet Isaiah to a crowd to
express how God saw the gap between their claims of faithfulness and their actual actions, saying
“these people honor me with their lips, but their hearts are far from me.”  To see what Jesus meant
when He said “do not judge,” and what He calls us to do to live in holy ways in light of not only of
our own sins, but also the sins of others, we need to start with the context in which Jesus’ words
occurred in Matthew 7.

Beginning in chapter 5 of Matthew’s gospel, he records what biblical scholars call “The Sermon on
the Mount.”  It is a collection of Jesus’ teachings about God, the kingdom of God, and what humans
need to do to live by the ways of God’s kingdom.  Matthew tells us Jesus began with the beatitudes. 
He tells us Jesus talked about living by the heart of God’s commandments, not just the letter of the
law.  And he tells us Jesus laid out how to act toward other people with mercy, kindness, and love. 
THEN Matthew tells us in chapter 7 that Jesus said “do not judge.”  

To grasp what Jesus meant, we need to look at the context.  For context is the key to understanding
what God is saying in any given passage.  And the context of this passage shows us that Jesus didn’t
say those words as a stand alone statement.  This is because Matthew tells us that without pausing,
Jesus went on to say “take the plank out of your own eye, and then you will see clearly to remove the
speck from your brother's eye.”  He tells us that without pausing, Jesus spoke about not giving to
dogs what is sacred or throwing pearls to pigs, about being persistent in prayer, and then concluded
by saying “so in everything, do to others what you would have them do to you, for this sums up the
Law and the Prophets.”

As people read through those 12 verses, however, they often break them up into separate parts, as
if Matthew took different things Jesus said and just put them together haphazardly.  Which is
possible since the gospels were not intended as biographies of Jesus’ life in chronological order.  But
if we assume that these seemingly disparate statements were said by Jesus in the order in which they
are written, and put them in the context of Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount, and God’s work through
all of Israel’s history to draw His wayward children back into relationship, there may be a common
thread that runs through them which gives us a deeper meaning for “do not judge” than we should
“just stay in our own lane” and act as if we had on spiritual blinders like a horse, never even noticing
the sins of others.
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And the key to seeing that common thread is by putting together two statements Jesus made in those
12 verses.  The first is “take the plank out of your own eye, and then you will see clearly to remove
the speck from your brother's eye.”  The second is “so in everything, do to others what you would
have them do to you.”  This is because if Jesus intended us to “just stay in our own lane” and act as
if we had on spiritual blinders like a horse, never even noticing the sins of others, these statements
make no sense.  But if Jesus intended us to not only be saved from the spiritual condition of sin
OURSELVES, but be channels through which He could save OTHERS from the spiritual condition
of sin, then they begin to make sense as guidelines for how we are to go about not only addressing
our own sins, but also the sins of others.

If we put those statements together, the first guideline we see is that we should not LOOK DOWN
on others by thinking of them as less than us because of their sins.  We see that this could be the
meaning of what Jesus meant by “do not judge” when we turn to Romans 14.  For Paul uses the same
word there - judge - when he writes “why do you judge your brother?” and then says as a parallel
statement “Why do you look down on your brother?  For we will all stand before God's judgment
seat.”  This is because no one sin is worse than another to God.  To God, gossip is just as bad as
murder.  To God, a lack of compassion is just as much a sin as cruelty.  And to God, looking down
on another person because of their particular sin (aka “judging”) is just as bad as the particular sin
the person who is looked “down on” committed.

The second guideline we see is that we should not LOOK PAST our own sins in the false belief that
we are not just as much a sinner as the person we are tempted to look down on.  For it is easy to see
the sins of others, and think those sins are horrible because we are not tempted to commit them.  It
is easy to see the sins of others, and view those sins as horrendous breaches of God’s ways because
we have not committed them.  It is easy to see the sins of others, and think such behavior must be
corrected, even though we are committing those same sins in a different way.  But when we act in
such ways, Jesus said we lose the ability to be sensitive to the Holy Spirit speaking to us about our
own sins.  Which is what the phrase about dogs and pearls is about, as it seems to have been a saying
of the ancient world that warned people about the danger of being hard hearted and being unwilling
to extend the mercy God shows us to other people.  Which is why elsewhere in the gospels Jesus told
the parable of the unforgiving servant.

The third guideline is that we should LOOK ABOVE the sins of others, knowing that - as Paul says
in Romans - not only have “have all sinned and fall short of the glory of God,” but also that we all
“are justified freely by [God’s] grace through the redemption that came by Christ Jesus.”  Which
means that we all need to ask God for grace, for as Jesus said here in Matthew 7 our Heavenly Father
wills to “give good gifts to those who ask him,” and chief among those good gifts is deliverance from
sin - for us (so we do not LOOK DOWN on others or LOOK PAST our own sins), and for others
so that we might be able to lovingly (rather than judgmentally) help them be delivered from sin as
well.  Which is what we (Jesus said) would want others to do for us, for “this sums up the Law and
the Prophets.”
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Living in this kingdom way is not easy however.  For he underlying spiritual condition of sin prods
us to act in what Jesus called hypocritical ways by choosing to look down on others, look past our
own sins, and fail to look above everyone’s sins to the only One who can save from sin.  That is why
years ago Jim Baker had to resign from the PTL Club when it was discovered that he was not living
in the ways he encouraged others to live.  It is why years ago a new superintendent in our conference
had to surrender his credentials shortly after being appointed for behavior that contradicted how he
encouraged others to live.  And it is why years ago a committee chair in a church I served left the
church when it became known they were not living by the ways they encouraged others to live.

So, in answer to this week’s question of what Jesus meant when He said “do not judge” in Matthew
7, we see it does not mean that we should refrain from ever seeking to help someone address the sin
in their life.  We also see that what it does mean is that as we seek to help a fellow sinner find
redemption, we need to be careful that we have taken the “log” out our own eye by doing several
things.  First, we must make sure we are not in reality seeking to LOOK DOWN on someone by
treating them as less than us.  Second, we must make sure that we are being careful not to LOOK
PAST our own sins as if what someone else is doing is so much worse than what we do wrong.  And
finally, we must make sure that we are choosing to LOOK ABOVE everyone’s sins by praying to
the only One who can give us the grace we all need to be saved from our sins.  
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